Photography Membership Levels & Benefits

Philbrook Photography Memberships provide the perfect way to utilize the Gardens all year around. Our Photography Members receive priority session booking privileges as well as a steep discount on both after-hours photography sessions and open-hour photography permits. All photography sessions and permits must be scheduled in advance. Membership options, including all benefits, are outlined below.

Unlimited Photography Membership

- Allows up to six (6) registered photographers from a single studio.
- Unlimited number of After-Hours Sessions in Philbrook’s Gardens scheduled during the contracted year*.
- Twenty-five (25) Open-Hours Permits in Philbrook’s Gardens scheduled during the contracted year*.
- Your company’s website link posted on Philbrook’s website.
- Your images, taken at Philbrook, credited and featured quarterly on Philbrook’s social media platforms. Images must be provided by photographer in order to be featured.
- Additional photographers may be added for a fee of $500 per photographer, annually.

Annual Fee: $5,000

Preferred Photography Membership

- Allows up to two (2) registered photographers from a single studio.
- Twenty (20) After-Hours sessions in Philbrook’s Gardens scheduled during the contracted year.*
- Ten (10) Open-Hours Permits in Philbrook’s Gardens scheduled during the contracted year.*
- Your company’s website link posted on Philbrook’s website.
- Your images, taken at Philbrook, credited and featured quarterly on Philbrook’s social media platforms. Images must be provided by photographer in order to be featured.
- Additional photographers may be added for a fee of $250 per photographer.

Annual Fee: $2,500

Limited Photography Membership

- Allows one (1) registered photographer.
- Ten (10) After-Hours sessions in Philbrook’s Gardens scheduled during the contracted year.*
- Five (5) Open-Hours Permits in Philbrook’s Gardens scheduled during the contracted year.*
- Your company’s website link posted on Philbrook’s website.
- Your images, taken at Philbrook, credited and featured quarterly on Philbrook’s social media platforms. Images must be provided by photographer in order to be featured.
- Additional photographers may be added for a fee of $250 per photographer.

Annual Fee: $1,500

*After-Hours Sessions and Open-Hours Permits are subject to availability and restrictions apply. Additional Sessions may be purchased throughout the contracted year at a 50% discount by calling 918-748-5303.